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Basically Galerie Laetitia Gorsy, She BAM! by representing exclusively female artists is a direct response to the ongoing gender disparity in 
the art world. She BAM! stands for its own initiatives and positions by presenting a bench of curated exhibitions called COCKTAIL. A bold 
name that sounds like thumbing the nose to the other half and getting reborn in the endorsement of the power of beeing together. COCKTAIL 
is a mix of some fancy ingredients that aim to match together to depict, examine and interrogate some specific topics in various ways. This 
attempt is an exclusive opportunity to discover each individual artistic practice in a non-hierarchical display. 
 
COCKTAIL #2 ‘BRICKS’ is the second show of the series. It brings artists from different origins, backgrounds and ages into an intergenera-
tional dialogue. ‘BRICKS’ silently inaugurates a backwards renewal of the world, the works as sorts of ruins in reverse(1) that subtly shift from 
architecture to a transfigured nature through various textures, materials, medium and a particular colours palette.

Having entered what is now called the Anthropocene era, many artists are responding to the global challenges posed by the different 
actual crisis. As an emergency in the face of extinction, some are proving to be the engineers of a visionary thinking, whether realistic, 
defeatist or utopian. If ‘art induces another way of inhabiting the world’(2), the artworks displayed in the exhibition immerse ourselves in 
myths and parallel universes, deploying constructions subject to the inescapable phenomenon of entropy and exploiting the transmutation 
of nature in a fictional and primary aesthetic.

1. Robert Smithson, Monument of Passaic, Artforum, December 1967 — 2. Nicolas Bourriaud, Planète B Le sublime et la crise climatique, 
ed. Les Presses du Réel, 2022, p. 11. — 
Text: Eléonore Gros

_________________________

Katrin Brause aka Heichel completed her painting studies at the Academy of Visual Arts in Leipzig in the specialist class of Prof. Arno Rinks 
(diploma 2005). She then studied in the master class with Prof. Neo Rauch (master class 2008), receiving a master class grant from the 
Free State of Saxony in 2007. In 2008 she was nominated for the renowned Karl Schmidt-Rottluff Prize, and in 2011 she was a fellow of 
the International Studio and Curatorial Program New York City. This was followed by a study visit to Catania, Sicily (2013) and a residency 
grant from the Beijing XZCH Cultural Development Co., Ltd. in China, in 2014. Since then she has had solo exhibitions in Leipzig (2017 
Kunsthalle G2, 2018, 2020 and many more), Essen (including 2012), New York City (2011) and Berlin (2010), Fürth (2014) as well as 
numerous institutional ones (e.g. Museum Franz Gertsch, Burgdorf, CH, 2019; Museum of Fine Arts, Leipzig, 2018; Kunsthalle Der Spar-
kassenstiftung Lüneburg, 2018, Museum Folkwang, Essen, 2007; Museum der Moderne Salzburg Mönchsberg, AT, 2005) as well as non-
institutional in participation in numerous exhibitions. Her works are represented in national and international as well as private collections. 

Corrina Goutos (*1991, New York) is a Hamburg based Artist working in Objects and Installation.  Having coined the term Anthrosmithing 
to describe her practice- Goutos de- and reconstructs post-consumer objects, drawing on her knowledge as a goldsmith. Working to 
breakdown the hierarchy of man and material, Corrina enables orphaned objects to mingle and co-create, be it by the agency of the artist 
or by nature herself. The results resemble a kind of future artifact- a material testament to our very transient experience on earth.

Dorothée Liebscher (*1987) lives and works in Leipzig. She studied painting and graphics at the Hochschule für Grafik und Buchkunst in 
Leipzig with Prof. Annette Schröter. Dorothee Liebscher’s paintings are an invitation to a journey through utopian landscapes. They show a 
parallel world in which the logical spatial dimensions break up and a very own cosmos is created. The hybrid constructions of architecture 
and nature are made up of emotionally colored past and imagined future. Nature shows the liveliness in these imaginary, static spaces; it 
overgrows what has been created by man and shows its vulnerability. The colors still allow for a quiet optimism for the future.

Nitsa Meletopoulos (*1984, France) lives and works in Chapaize (FR). Studied art at Ecole Supérieure d’Art d’Avignon (FR) and after 4 
years working in a pottery workshop in Leipzig (DE) she studied ceramics more in depth at Maison de la céramique de Dieulefit (FR). Nitsa 
Meletopoulos develops ceramics that are somewhere in between pottery, design and sculpture. She takes inspiration as much from art 
history-notably the Grotesques and the Rocaille style-as from pop culture and kitsch. Her colourful volumes of signs and ornaments balance 
sculptural and functional art.

Jana Mertens (*1983, Leipzig) is a sculptor. Her complexly composed structures can be described as plastic incidents that overcome 
categorical definitions in their hybrid materiality ancad form. The construction and use of materials are deliberately revealed – their consti-
tution, destruction and transformation result in two- and three-dimensional sceneries, which at times appear abstract-gestural and at times 
narrative, yet refusing a clear visual legibility. The individual groups of works are usually preceded by the artist‘s extensive research into 



socio-political, religious and mythological themes. On this basis, choatically composed contexts and a pronounced sense of expressive 
haptics determine the expansive installations just as much as intuition, chance and a certain rampantness.

Chloé Piot (*1986, Marseille) lives and works in France and Germany. She trained at the National Art School of Limoges, France, then at 
the Braunschweig University of Art (HBK). From 2015 to 2017 she was a master student in the class of Prof. Alba d’Urbano at the at the 
Academy of Visual Arts (HGB) in Leipzig. Chloé Piot has participated in numerous exhibitions and residencies in France, Germany, Spain 
ans the Netherlands: 2022, Au revoir toi, Le Basculeur, Revel-Tourdan; 2021, Kennzeichen L at the Museum of City History, Leipzig; 2020, 
Tabula Smaragdina at the Galerie She Bam!, Leipzig and Circulació periférica at the Sa Nostra Cultural Centre in Palma de Mallorca; 
2019, 26. Leipziger Jahresausstellung at the Spinnerei, Leipzig; 2018, Mode d’emploi at the FRAC Poitou-Charentes and L’Esprit de notre 
temps at the FRAC-Artothèque Nouvelle-Aquitaine; 2015, 2.5.0. Object is Meditation and Poetry at the Grassi Museum in Leipzig; 2013, 
Progress in Work at the galerie LAC&S Lavitrine, Limoges and at the University of the Basque Country in Bilbao; 2010, Het Waalkens Project 
as part of the Euro Land Art festival in the Netherlands. Her works are part of the collection of the FRAC-Artothèque Nouvelle-Aquitaine, 
the Artothèque du Haut-Poitou, the Kunsthaus Addaya and private collections.

Laura Sachs (*1985, Darmstadt) studied Philosophy and Art at Goethe University Frankfurt a.M., before moving on to Kunstakademie Düs-
seldorf in 2013. With her background in the field of painting, she continued her studies in the sculpture-focused classes of Hubert Kiecol 
and Gregor Schneider. She graduated with honor „Meisterschülerin“ in 2018. Laura Sachs works are multi-perspective objects with charac-
teristics of paintings as well as elements of sculptures. Her work was showcased in numerous exhibitions, including at renowned institutions 
as K21, Kunstsammlung NRW and Museum Kunstpalast in Düsseldorf. Laura Sachs lives and works in Berlin.

Kathrin Thiele studied painting and graphics at the Hochschule für Grafik und Buchkunst Leipzig with Professor Arno Rink (diploma 2006). 
She then completed her master’s degree with Professor Neo Rauch (graduating in 2009). Since then she has been represented in numerous 
national and international exhibitions (including: Museum of Fine Arts, Leipzig; Art on AEG, Nuremberg; Graphic Foundation Aschersleben; 
Museum Abtei Liesborn; Haus am Lützowplatz, Berlin; Kunsthalle der Sparkassenstiftung Lüneburg; Kunstverein Zwickau; Black Door Files, 
Istanbul). Her works are in public and private collections; i.a. in the collection of the Sparkasse Leipzig, the Hildebrandt collection, the 
Philara collection in Düsseldorf, the collection of the VNG Leipzig, the Walther collection in Augsburg.

Quinda Verheul followed a Bachelor in Art and Design, Man & Living at the Design Academy in Eindhoven from 2011-2015. During her 
studies she participated in an exchange programme in Copenhagen at the Royal Danish Academy (2013-2014) after which she worked for 
industrial designer Hella Jongerius in Berlin (2015-2016). Here, Quinda worked on color and daylight studies, with different materials such 
as textile and clay. With a love for travel, nature and adventure she decided to travel through Asia where she found the subject that would 
emerge in many of her own works, namely; how easily we actually deal with our environment. How distanced we have become from the 
products we consume, the process that precedes them and the original source. In 2016-2017 Quinda participated in an artist in residency 
program at Sangkring Artspace, in Yogyakarta Indonesia. Upon her return to the Netherlands, Quinda was given the opportunity to work 
and live at a guest studio of the B.A.D. Foundation, in Rotterdam South. The residency she followed there in 2017-2018 turned out to be a 
fruitful period, which provided access to the artist network of Rotterdam. For example, her work was exhibited at Art Rotterdam, The New 
Current (2019) where she met Yvonne de Jong, founder of Root Gallery in Rotterdam West. In 2020 Quinda joined Root Gallery. Her work 
has been exhibited at, among others: Stedelijk Museum Schiedam (“White Wall Project”, 2018), Index Dubai (“Ventura Projects”, 2019), 
Albert van Abbehuis Eindhoven (“The capital of Caducity”, 2019), Root Gallery Rotterdam (“Elusive Thought, duo, 2020 and solo 2021), 
De Aanschouw Rotterdam (“Switch #983”, solo, 2020), Science Gallery Rotterdam (“(R)EVOLUTION”, 2021) and Het Hem Zaandam (Big 
Art, 2022). Her work is part of various private collections at home and abroad. In addition to her autonomous practice as an artist, she 
likes to use her creativity to forge connections between different worlds. She is also founder of the Way Foundation which runs the project 
Kumstruimte Crooswijk. She participates in a few off road ultra self sufficient bike races each year.
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Nitsa Meletopoulos (b. 1984, France) lives and works in Chapaize (FR). Studied art at Ecole Supérieure 
d’Art d’Avignon (FR) and after 4 years working in a pottery workshop in Leipzig (DE) she studied ceramics 
more in depth at Maison de la céramique de Dieulefit (FR). Nitsa Meletopoulos develops ceramics that 
are somewhere in between pottery, design and sculpture. She takes inspiration as much from art history-
notably the Grotesques and the Rocaille style-as from pop culture and kitsch. Her colourful volumes of 
signs and ornaments balance sculptural and functional art.

Nitsa Meletopoulos, Ornament (Shifting), reversible hanging sculpture, porcelain, slip, glaze, 17 x 13 x 10 cm

The 3 sculptural works were inspired mainly by the spirit of Rustic art, the Grotesques, and the rockery 
of the Mannerist Renaissance play with nature and its imitation. The ‘Log Shelf’, ‘Simply’ and ‘Shifting’ 
are wall ornaments. They hold onto the brick walls like transformed mushrooms, living things, parasites. 
Assembling false fragments of raw nature these sculptures stage the bizarre and dreamlike side of nature’s 
disruption and bring it inside, into the architecture.



Nitsa Meletopoulos, Ornament (The Log Shelf), reversible hanging sculpture, porcelain, slip, glaze, 31 x 8 x 8 cm
and, Ornament (Simply) 2022, reversible hanging scultpure, porcelain, slip, glaze, 17 x 13 x 10 cm



Exhibition view, ‘BRICKS’, credit: Dotgain.info



Corrina Goutos (*1991, New York) is a Hamburg based Artist working in Objects and Installation.  
Having coined the term Anthrosmithing to describe her practice- Goutos de- and reconstructs post-consu-
mer objects, drawing on her knowledge as a goldsmith. Working to breakdown the hierarchy of man 
and material, Corrina enables orphaned objects to mingle and co-create, be it by the agency of the 
artist or by nature herself. The results resemble a kind of future artifact- a material testament to our very 
transient experience on earth.

Corrina Goutos
Neogastropoda 3, 2022 

shell, stainless steel
14 x 13 x 10 cm 

and

Neogastropoda 1, 2022 
shell, stainless steel 
16 x 12 x 32 cm

Western dichotomies of human and non-humans as resources unravel, exposing the estrangement of 
having lost our attunement with, and awe for, nature. Goutos’s handling of the materials (large shells 
specimens) mimics the absurd behavior of humans when driven by profit. Neglecting to accentuate the 
natural beauty of the form but rather to colonize it with stubborn intent. Invasively splicing through the 
once-living exoskeleton, ceasing only when the object becomes uncanny, dissected and exposed.Nature, 
comparatively, has no concept of a “raw material” or a “finished product”. When matter is no longer 
suitable for one specimen it is broken down into vital building blocks for use by the next. In this light, it 
is interesting to imagine the still beating will of minerals encrusted in a post-consumer object.  Longing 
to remain relevant. Quietly scheming on how to escape anthropogenic linearity. In actuality, any given 
technofossil, would be lucky to be recycled, even if only by reduction to its most basic function- i.e. an 
iPod Nano as a clothespin. Studying techniques that range from ancient tree grafting to modern surgi-
cal interventions and employing the dreamy distortion of an AI, Goutos was able to imagine an eerie 
fusion of the often-incompatible wills of nature and man. What remains uncertain is whether these hybrid 
creatures are exciting postcolonial, eco-feminist prototypes or distressed organisms, disfigured by human 
intervention?



Corrina Goutos, Neogastropoda , 2022, mixed media, various sizes





Chloé Piot (*1986, Marseille) lives and works in France and Germany. She trained at the National Art 
School of Limoges, France, then at the Braunschweig University of Art (HBK). From 2015 to 2017 she 
was a master student in the class of Prof. Alba d’Urbano at the at the Academy of Visual Arts (HGB) 
in Leipzig. Chloé Piot has participated in numerous exhibitions and residencies in France, Germany, 
Spain ans the Netherlands: 2022, Au revoir toi, Le Basculeur, Revel-Tourdan; 2021, Kennzeichen L 
at the Museum of City History, Leipzig; 2020, Tabula Smaragdina at the Galerie She Bam!, Leipzig 
and Circulació periférica at the Sa Nostra Cultural Centre in Palma de Mallorca; 2019, 26. Leipziger 
Jahresausstellung at the Spinnerei, Leipzig; 2018, Mode d’emploi at the FRAC Poitou-Charentes and 
L’Esprit de notre temps at the FRAC-Artothèque Nouvelle-Aquitaine; 2015, 2.5.0. Object is Meditation 
and Poetry at the Grassi Museum in Leipzig; 2013, Progress in Work at the galerie LAC&S Lavitrine, 
Limoges and at the University of the Basque Country in Bilbao; 2010, Het Waalkens Project as part of 
the Euro Land Art festival in the Netherlands. Her works are part of the collection of the FRAC-Artothèque 
Nouvelle-Aquitaine, the Artothèque du Haut-Poitou, the Kunsthaus Addaya and private collections.

Chloé Piot, Krang, 2022, ceramic, paper mache, 185 x 55 x 34 cm

Krang has an air of déjà vu. We can see a human figure, perched on a stool, topped by a blue ceramic 
element. On top of it a dachshund. The surface is fluffy and rough. The colours are pastel and muted. 
While the tripod has the advantage of never being wobbly, the dachshund proves to be a perfect shape 
for a butter dish handle. My work is made of displacements and reconfigurations. It’s a watchful eye on 
the objects and materials that surround me, but also on everyday gestures and practices.. Through my 
projects, I seek to produce material, symbolic and aesthetic encounters marked by humour and irony.



Exhibition view, ‘BRICKS’, credit: Dotgain.info



Quinda Verheul followed a Bachelor in Art and Design, Man & Living at the Design Academy in Eind-
hoven from 2011-2015. During her studies she participated in an exchange programme in Copenha-
gen at the Royal Danish Academy (2013-2014) after which she worked for industrial designer Hella 
Jongerius in Berlin (2015-2016). Here, Quinda worked on color and daylight studies, with different 
materials such as textile and clay. With a love for travel, nature and adventure she decided to travel 
through Asia where she found the subject that would emerge in many of her own works, namely; how 
easily we actually deal with our environment. How distanced we have become from the products we 
consume, the process that precedes them and the original source. In 2016-2017 Quinda participated 
in an artist in residency program at Sangkring Artspace, in Yogyakarta Indonesia. Upon her return to the 
Netherlands, Quinda was given the opportunity to work and live at a guest studio of the B.A.D. Foun-
dation, in Rotterdam South. The residency she followed there in 2017-2018 turned out to be a fruitful 
period, which provided access to the artist network of Rotterdam. For example, her work was exhibited 
at Art Rotterdam, The New Current (2019) where she met Yvonne de Jong, founder of Root Gallery in 
Rotterdam West. In 2020 Quinda joined Root Gallery. Her work has been exhibited at, among others: 
Stedelijk Museum Schiedam (“White Wall Project”, 2018), Index Dubai (“Ventura Projects”, 2019), 
Albert van Abbehuis Eindhoven (“The capital of Caducity”, 2019), Root Gallery Rotterdam (“Elusive 
Thought, duo, 2020 and solo 2021), De Aanschouw Rotterdam (“Switch #983”, solo, 2020), Science 
Gallery Rotterdam (“(R)EVOLUTION”, 2021) and Het Hem Zaandam (Big Art, 2022). Her work is part 
of various private collections at home and abroad.

In addition to her autonomous practice as an artist, she likes to use her creativity to forge connections 
between different worlds. She is also founder of the Way Foundation which runs the project Kumstruimte 
Crooswijk. She participates in a few off road ultra self sufficient bike races each year.

Quinda Verheul immerses herself in the constantly changing landscapes and the influence that humans 
have on them. Increasingly, she became interested in sand and its scarcity. Humans use sand for the 
construction of concrete houses, factories, tunnels and roadways. However, there is no endless supply. 
Only specific grains (often found at riverbeds or seabeds near coasts) are suitable. Learning more and 
more about the subject, like the different types of sand that exist, the political situations that arise when 
there is a shortage of sand and the effect this has on the landscape and ecosystems, allows Quinda to 
delve deeper into the matter and develop the aesthetic form which ultimately shapes her work.

The process which precedes the realisation of Quinda’s work does not include extensive sketches. Rather 
ideas arise from thought. Ideas run parallel to new information which comes from many things like; docu-
mentaries, books, visiting landscapes and travelling to known as well as unknown places. Ideas and 
new information complement each other in an ongoing process. Quinda always has an idea in mind 
when starting on a new piece or series, but there is always room for change. Nothing is fixed and she 
loves to be surprised by the ever changing conditions of the material. 



Sometimes a work can also be purely aesthetic. Then she decides on one element, like the size of a mirror, 
and then looks for a stone that seems to fit perfect together. Or the other way around. In this case it is all 
about how form and the choice of materials come together. What defines Quinda’s working practice is 
finding a balance between the method and what the work means or how it is seen. With a minimalist 
signature style she is able to say a lot with little interventions. Additionally, characteristic to her work, she 
is able to introduce new information to spectators within a certain comfort. Something confrontational is 
presented, yet it is experienced as calming and beautiful at the same time.

Do you know where gold comes from, how it 
appeared on the planet we live on? The fascinating 
story of gold will take you to a place far, far away 
from here. Gold is found on other planets too and 
we learned that this glistening metal comes from 
two neutron stars colliding somewhere in the depths 
of space. In addition to generating gravitational 
waves, such an event can produce many heavy 
elements, including gold.

We believe that a long, very long time ago our 
planet was struck in a heavy asteroid storm and 
many crashed into the surface of Earth. Because 
metals are heave it sunk to the mantle and the story 
how gold manifested itself on the surface of Earth.  

Quinda found this given knowledge fascinating, 
especially the fact of the human longing to own 
this glistening metal. Today, gold is one of the most 
valuable precious metals and rarest natural minerals. 
Even more interesting are the planned expeditions 
to space to start mining for gold on other planets. 
These ideas is what Quinda drives to create new 
works, works that represent landscapes and how 
we as humans change those landscapes.

Quinda Verheul, Quiet VII, 2022, acrylic and concrete mix surface, 55 cm x 25 cm



Exhibition view, ‘BRICKS’, credit: Dotgain.info



Jana Mertens (*1983, Leipzig) is a sculptor. Her complexly composed structures can be described as 
plastic incidents that overcome categorical definitions in their hybrid materiality and form. The construc-
tion and use of materials are deliberately revealed – their constitution, destruction and transformation 
result in two- and three-dimensional sceneries, which at times appear abstract-gestural and at times 
narrative, yet refusing a clear visual legibility. The individual groups of works are usually preceded 
by the artist‘s extensive research into socio-political, religious and mythological themes. On this basis, 
choatically composed contexts and a pronounced sense of expressive haptics determine the expansive 
installations just as much as intuition, chance and a certain rampantness.

HAPPY NACHTISCH — FREE BEFORE DELUGE is a group of works, which deals with sensuality. It refers 
to the state of mankind in the middle part of Hieronymus Bosch´s „Garden of earthly Delights“, located 
between the Fall and the Apocalypse. Plastic opulence, seductive surfaces and delicious associations 
refer to this unrestrained mood. They trigger lust – especially for forbidden touches. Like Bosch’s artwork, 
they can be seen as a guide for the conditional promises of love and relationships, giving an overview 
of the advantages and dangers. An alert of sensuality. „Free before deluge“ refers to a state of mind 
passed on from ancient tales: „how the people ate and drank and married until the day, Noah went 
on the Ark, and had no idea, until the Flood struck and took everything away...“ (from H. Bosch, das 
vollständige Werk, Stefan Fischer)

Jana Mertens, Bloomingsborn, 2022
mixed media, 101 x 58 x 44 cm



Jana Mertens, Velvetflut, 2020, mixed media, 62 x 61 x 40 cm & Purplerose, 2020, mixed media, 95 x 60 x 65 cm





Katrin Brause aka Heichel completed her painting studies at the Academy of Visual Arts in Leipzig in the 
specialist class of Prof. Arno Rinks (diploma 2005). She then studied in the master class with Prof. Neo Rauch 
(master class 2008), receiving a master class grant from the Free State of Saxony in 2007. In 2008 she was 
nominated for the renowned Karl Schmidt-Rottluff Prize, and in 2011 she was a fellow of the International 
Studio and Curatorial Program New York City. This was followed by a study visit to Catania, Sicily (2013) 
and a residency grant from the Beijing XZCH Cultural Development Co., Ltd. in China, in 2014. Since 
then she has had solo exhibitions in Leipzig (2017 Kunsthalle G2, 2018, 2020 and many more), Essen 
(including 2012), New York City (2011) and Berlin (2010), Fürth (2014) as well as numerous institutional 
ones (e.g. Museum Franz Gertsch, Burgdorf, CH, 2019; Museum of Fine Arts, Leipzig, 2018; Kunsthalle 
Der Sparkassenstiftung Lüneburg, 2018, Museum Folkwang, Essen, 2007; Museum der Moderne Salzburg 
Mönchsberg, AT, 2005) as well as non-institutional in participation in numerous exhibitions. Her works are 
represented in national and international as well as private collections. 

Since her early conservation pictures (2004-
2005), Katrin Brause has dedicated herself 
to the subject of the still life in the broadest 
sense. The objects from everyday life depic-
ted in them, as well as natural objects, 
are transformed into allegories of human 
biographies, in that her painting uses a cha-
racteristic coding of the pictorial language 
with a thoroughly ambivalent statement. The 
real protagonists are mostly absent from the 
pictures and can only be guessed at by 
their tracks. Everyday objects left behind 
become artefacts of what has been expe-
rienced and lived through, and aesthetic 
stepchildren become allegories in order to 
arrange the pictorial inventory to the milieu. 
In her current works, Brause once again 
takes up the formal and visual language 
of Catholicism. Contrary to all prescribed 
reason in the modern world, religion seems 
almost defiantly to reflect the ambivalence of 
human feelings and basic needs. The pain-
ter mostly uses fragments of various found 
arrangements as well as random finds and 
insights on the streets of Catania (Sicily) as 
material, which is torn from its original sta-
ging and appearance for further processing 
and reinterpretation in painting.

Katrin Heichel Aka Brause, Draussen IV (Speranza), 2021
oil on canvas, 180 x 140 cm



Katrin Heichel Aka Brause, Kleine Kunstblume, 2021, oil on canvas, 20 x 20 cm



Exhibition view, ‘BRICKS’, credit: Dotgain.info



Dorothee Liebscher (*1987) lives and works in Leipzig. She studied painting and graphics at the 
Hochschule für Grafik und Buchkunst in Leipzig with Prof. Annette Schröter. Dorothee Liebscher’s pain-
tings are an invitation to a journey through utopian landscapes. They show a parallel world in which 
the logical spatial dimensions break up and a very own cosmos is created. The hybrid constructions of 
architecture and nature are made up of emotionally colored past and imagined future. Nature shows 
the liveliness in these imaginary, static spaces; it overgrows what has been created by man and shows 
its vulnerability. The colors still allow for a quiet optimism for the future.

The work ‘Domizil’ shows an architectu-
ral construct that appears to be floating. 
Not sure if abandoned or inhabited, it 
appears like a dwelling surrounded and 
permeated by vegetation. In «Naturie-
rung» nature and modern architectural 
fragments merge in a kind of lake land-
scape.

One does not discover any figures in 
the rooms, rather it is the viewer himself 
who can immerse himself in the picture 
and walk through it. His gaze can get 
lost in the colored layers and transparent 
surfaces or widen in a landscape with 
a deep horizon.

Dorothee Liebscher, Domizil, 2022, oil and acrylic on canvas, 140 x 110 cm



Dorothee Liebscher, Naturierung, 2022, oil and acrylic on canvas, 110 x 140 cm



Exhibition view, ‘BRICKS’, credit: Dotgain.info



Kathrin Thiele studied painting and graphics at the Hochschule für Grafik und Buchkunst Leipzig with 
Professor Arno Rink (diploma 2006). She then completed her master’s degree with Professor Neo Rauch 
(graduating in 2009). Since then she has been represented in numerous national and international 
exhibitions (including: Museum of Fine Arts, Leipzig; Art on AEG, Nuremberg; Graphic Foundation 
Aschersleben; Museum Abtei Liesborn; Haus am Lützowplatz, Berlin; Kunsthalle der Sparkassenstiftung 
Lüneburg; Kunstverein Zwickau; Black Door Files , Istanbul). Her works are in public and private collec-
tions; i.a. in the collection of the Sparkasse Leipzig, the Hildebrandt collection, the Philara collection 
in Düsseldorf, the collection of the VNG Leipzig, the Walther collection in Augsburg.

In Kathrin Thiele’s experimental painting, abs-
tract and figurative elements are intertwined 
to form high-contrast images, which develop 
a very unique, polyrhythmic dynamic through 
the combination of acrylic paint and varnish, 
the play with painterly techniques and the 
alternation of finely engraved and gestural. Her 
works are often sorted into cycles or series that 
deal with a specific topic in terms of content 
and present it with intuitive power and great 
joy of association, but consciously avoid for-
mulating it definitively. The series «Salt», which 
shows individual elements of a graduation 
tower (branch constructions overgrown with 
thorn stone), metaphorically deals with states 
of interpersonal relationships that are dyna-
mic and unpredictable (e.g. «Acid Dreams», 
«Tricky», «False memories»). The «Astraphobia» 
series shows fragments of pine cones floating 
in a vague, psychedelic-looking space. Greatly 
enlarged and alienated in colour, they reflect 
transformative processes in nature (growth, 
weathering, decay), but relate these to the 
nature of certain characters (see «Alice», «Tri-
sha», «Madame Edwarda»), who are on paths 
or wrong paths advised that force them to 
change and sometimes to cross borders.

Kathrin Thiele, Drifter, 2022, acrylic on canvas, 51 x 41 cm



Kathrin Thiele, Astrophobia #3 (Alice), 2021, acrylic on canvas, 60 x 50 cm
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Laura Sachs (*1985 in Darmstadt) studied Philosophy and Art at Goethe University Frankfurt a.M., 
before moving on to Kunstakademie Düsseldorf in 2013. With her background in the field of painting, 
she continued her studies in the sculpture-focused classes of Hubert Kiecol and Gregor Schneider. She 
graduated with honor „Meisterschülerin“ in 2018. Laura Sachs works are multi-perspective objects with 
characteristics of paintings as well as elements of sculptures. Her work was showcased in numerous 
exhibitions, including at renowned institutions as K21, Kunstsammlung NRW and Museum Kunstpalast 
in Düsseldorf. Laura Sachs lives and works in Berlin.

Laura Sachs
Noon 02115C, 2021
oil, dust and metal on canvas
210 x 150 cm

In the «Noon» series of works, oil paint 
is pushed through the canvas in a first 
step, the fabric is then detached from 
the stretcher frame and restretched 
with its original backside facing the 
front. As in a kind of frottage process, 
paint particles and dust are also remo-
ved from the studio floor. Finally, Laura 
Sachs adds thin powder-coated metal 
strips in different positions, which run 
around the edges of the picture and 
seem to fix the canvas. At the same 
time, they prove to be basic elements 
that stabilize the composition of the en-
tire body of the image. (Felix Fischer)



Laura Sachs, Sidenote 034H, 2022, 30 x 40cm, oil, cotton and metal on canvas



Exhibition view, ‘BRICKS’, credit: Dotgain.info
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